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Dear Seeker of Younger-Looking Skin,

Is your bathroom cluttered with dozens of different kinds of skin care products you don't even use
anymore?

Are you fed up with expensive anti-aging treatments that cost a fortune, yet deliver so little?

Are you sick and tired of cosmetics companies telling you the only way to escape the ravages of time is by
investing in some over-priced "system" of different moisturizers, wrinkle creams, sun blocks, masques and
skin-tightening preparations?

If you answered "yes" to even one of these questions, then I have some very important news for you.

At last, a company has 'broken all the rules' that hold you hostage to the cosmetics industry's profiteering
ways. It has made special arrangements with Europe's top anti-aging research laboratories to bring you
today's biggest, most effective skin care advances in one money-saving formula.

These little-known laboratories are the same that create the hush-hush secret formulas for the famous
celebrity-endorsed cosmetics companies.

Of course, behind the scenes, the big cosmetic companies are throwing an absolute fit...and for good
reason. Because having three of their most prized anti-aging secrets available to you in a single formula is
a direct threat to their business!

You see, thanks to this revolutionary 'all in one' skin care concept, you can finally say goodbye to years of
unsightly lines, wrinkles and sun spots as you restore natural moisture, suppleness and elasticity. And now
you can do it all with a single formula... and get results easily, affordably and quickly!

You'll begin to see dramatic results quickly!

In no time, your skin could look just as smooth, just as clear, and just as youthful as it did when you were in
your 20s and 30s – regardless of your age.

This "All In One" Anti-Aging Formula
Is So Effective, The Big Cosmetic Companies

Call It Unfair!
But women across the country love how incredibly young it

makes them look - and all the money they save!
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Plus, there's something about the way this unique combination of three anti-aging breakthroughs feels
when you apply it to your skin that goes beyond anything you've ever experienced.

Frankly, it's a feeling so silky smooth and so completely sensuous that I sometimes get a bit embarrassed
talking about it. As one prominent French biochemist described to me...

Using this exclusive triple breakthrough is 
like making love to your skin

When you experience for yourself how young, sexy and
confident it makes you feel, you'll know exactly what we're
talking about! I'll tell you more about this breakthrough in
just a moment, but first, let me introduce myself.

My name is Dr. Victor Marchione. I've been a practicing
M.D. for over 25 years. Speaking as someone who is well
into middle age myself, I once believed that the common
signs of aging skin – wrinkles, dryness, loss of elasticity,
and more – were the unavoidable results of growing older.

But I'm thrilled to admit that I was wrong.

You see, French beauty scientists have uncovered three
extraordinary advances that not only have the ability to halt
skin aging in its tracks – but can actually restore the
younger, smoother, and more radiant skin of youth.

Once these tested-and-proven effective peptides smooth
away visible wrinkles and crow's feet, lighten visible sun
damage, tighten and firm loose, sagging skin, restore a
teenage, rosy glow, your friends will comment on how
wonderful your skin looks, .

And you can achieve all this without resorting to injections,
laser treatments or expensive surgery! Sound impossible?
It's not—and let me explain why. It begins with...

The #1 reason why so many skin care products 
don't live up to their promises

If you're like the vast majority of the women I see in my practice, you've probably tried countless lotions,
gels, and medical treatments that all claim to provide 'the answer' for restoring ageless, smooth and sexy
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skin. And I'll also bet that many of these products were long on promises, but short on results. Sound
familiar? Well, let me explain why.

You see, the skin care industry is like any other business. And some companies will always be looking for
ways to cut corners. They'll use low quality ingredients...or include "advanced" ingredients in such small
amounts that you don't notice any results.

But more often than not, a manufacturer will try to save money by limiting the number of active ingredients
in a formula. That's right! Believe it or not, the average skin care product, and yes, this includes even the
most expensive department-store brands contains just one or two active ingredients. As a result, they can't
deliver maximum results!

What's more, this is all part of their big plan to make you spend more money. They want you to purchase a
separate toner, moisturizer, night cream, masque, wrinkle serum, eye cream...well, you get the idea. Its
profiteering, plain and simple!

The good news? Now you don't need all these creams and 
lotions to enjoy gorgeous, luminous skin once again!

I quickly realized that the only way my patients could have one of the purest, most effective skin care
solution available, one that would really improve skin tone and fades visible wrinkles, frown lines and other
sign of premature aging, was if I created a skin treatment program myself.

It would have to include the most advanced, skin-nurturing compounds
available in skin science today. This way, it could address all the
problems of aging skin on multiple levels. Only pure, high-quality
ingredients backed by scientific research would do. And it would also
be safe, gentle, easy to use and deliver the kind of results you can
really notice.

I knew just where to begin. First, I contacted the leading cosmetic
laboratories in France, where the latest stories in skin science
technology are still being created. I consulted with their research team
of doctors, scientists, and biochemists.

For a full year, I worked closely with our French colleagues to create the ultimate skin-care formula. From
toners and day creams, to night moisturizers and wrinkle creams, we identified and isolated the active
ingredients that yielded the best results.

We narrowed down the field to three specific compounds, together with a team of powerful nutritional
compounds. And while they delivered remarkable results on their own, when they were combined in a
precise ratio, the results were phenomenal.
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Announcing Clinical Ageless Serum:
The age-defying breakthrough that smoothes, tones and 

tightens aging skin with dramatic, youth-enhancing results!

Clinical Ageless Serum is specially formulated to fight the appearance of premature aging and
rejuvenate the look and feel of your skin on multiple levels. So not only do you get to keep
beautiful skin for longer than you ever thought, you can dramatically improve the complexion you
have now. Clinical Ageless Serum is the perfect name for this skin care phenomenon, because it
can help your skin look and act like it did when you were 10, 15 or even 20 years younger! In
fact...

Over 75% of people using ingredients in 
Clinical Ageless Serum report a definite improvement in 

the look, feel, and firmness of their skin!

Clinical Ageless Serum combines the most advanced, most effective European anti-aging breakthroughs
—together for the first time. These are the same ingredients that high-end skin care companies would put
in separate products (to make you pay triple the price!).

What's more, study after study – plus remarkable before and after photos – show that the advanced "skin
compound trifecta" in Clinical Ageless Serum works like magic. Visible wrinkles and age spots vanish
from view. Pore size diminishes. Blotches lighten. Crow's feet and laugh lines begin to smooth. Sagging
skin begins to tighten. Skin becomes moist and hydrated.

In fact, studies show that this trio of skin compound is clinically proven to:

  Reduce visible crow's feet, laugh lines and other wrinkles as much as 27.7%- That means nearly
half of the fine lines and wrinkles you now seem to vanish!

  Lighten sun spots, brown spots and blotches by 56%- Skin discoloration like this is unsightly—and
makes you look years older. Clinical Ageless Serum makes a real difference!

  Smooth rough, flaky skin by a whopping 79%- Finally...you can restore the rosy, moist glow you
thought was gone for good.

  Enhance overall softness and tone by a remarkable 86%- Your face begins to look and feel tight,
firm, and young!
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Bottom line: Clinical Ageless Serum is a revolutionary skin-care breakthrough that renews and revitalizes
aging skin. Every active ingredient is backed by science, enhanced by nature, demonstrated to visibly
improve the appearance of your skin.

You'll look and feel more confident and attractive than ever before!

Clinical Ageless Serum fits your busy lifestyle, too. Unlike other regimens, it is specifically designed to
replace your toner, moisturizer, eye cream and all those other skin care products you won't need anymore.
So you'll save time, effort and money, and energize your skin with the smooth, radiant glow of renewed
youth!

What's more, Clinical Ageless Serum works so fast that you'll quickly start to see diminished wrinkles,
softer skin, and a rosy complexion. And your results only improve over time! With every drop, you're
infusing your skin with what I believe are the most advanced youth-enhancing compounds known in
professional skin care.

Let me tell you about the first remarkable active ingredient now. Developed by French researchers, it's a
state-of-the-art compound that appears to smooth wrinkles and expression lines. In fact, results of an 8-
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week study showed that...

27.7% of deep wrinkles simply vanish from sight!

I don't have to tell you how lines, sags and wrinkles can add years to your face. But now, there's a new
solution: Matrixyl™! Without a doubt, Matrixyl™ is the most powerful wrinkle fighter I've come across in
my entire year of research.

It goes far beyond typical anti-wrinkle compounds because it works on the six key measures of wrinkles:
Deep wrinkles, wrinkle density, depth and volume, roughness, and tightening. How does Matrixyl™ work?
Picture wrinkles as a type of wound. When your skin is wrinkled, certain compounds in your skin help
rejuvenate the wound and form new, healthy tissue.

But as you age, your skin contains less and less of
these natural repair compounds. So your skin can't
"undo" its wrinkles the way it used to. Matrixyl™
contains special peptides called "matrikines," which are
similar your skin's own wrinkle repair team. These
matrikines help activate your skin's natural rejuvenating
powers.

So wrinkles and laugh lines fade from view, helping your skin look so much smoother and younger that
even people you meet for the first time will comment on your amazing complexion. But don't just take my
word for it. In one clinical study, 23 middle-aged volunteers applied a cream containing 3% Matrixyl™ to
one side of their face, and a placebo to the other side. They did this twice a day for 8 weeks. After the 8
weeks, scientists assessed the anti-wrinkle and tightening power of Matrixyl™ compared to day one. The
results? Take a look!

  Surface occupied by deep wrinkles reduced by 27.7%

  Wrinkle density reduced by 27.3%

  Wrinkle depth lessens by 9.8%

  Skin roughness improves by 10.8%

  Tone and tightness improves by 12.7%

Plus, Matrixyl™ helps crow's feet fade away, too!

Crow's feet are often the first symptom of skin aging. But studies show that the Matrixyl™ in Clinical
Ageless Serum significantly improves skin smoothness and tone in the delicate eye area.

When Matrixyl™ is applied to the corners of the eyes, crow's feet become less noticeable. And the fragile
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